
Our company is growing rapidly and is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of software test lead. We appreciate you taking the time to review the
list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for software test lead

Familiarity with continuous integration and deployment tools like Jenkins
,Rundeck and Docker
Demonstrable skills in writing JUnit or TestNG tests
Develop and implement automation strategies to increase productivity and
test coverage
Conduct regular code reviews to ensure that object-oriented design best
practices are followed at all times
Work closely with the QA and development teams to oversee automated
component creation and integration tests using Java and Groovy
Help identify gaps in test coverage and develop quality automation code to
fill such gaps
Collaborate with US Managers on team performance, development, business
analysts & lead/management in test planning & execution via
meetings/calls/emails
Thoroughly report test results and manage follow up including fix verification,
updating bug tracking database
Coordinate the day-to-day activities of a team of 3 software testers, ensuring
proper prioritization and timely response to assigned tasks, and regular
follow-up with both internal resources all stakeholders
Responsible for the accurate reporting of test results for the software testing
team and managing follow up including fix verification, updating bug tracking
database
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Experience in leading a team both on and off shore
Bachelor’s of Science in Electrical Engineering or Computer Engineering
Bachelor's of Science degree in Computer Science or 10 years software
development experience
Minimum 8 years of experience in a software QA / software development
environment
Minimum 3 years Agile / XP / Scrum experience
Minimum 3 years’ experience managing software QA personnel


